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Localising

local 

students’ 

teaching

Westernising

local 

students’ 

teaching

Developing local 

students’ global citizenry

skills…



We can be global citizens and keep our local specificity



« I am not 

Athenian nor

Greek. I am a 

citizen of the 

world.»

Opposites
Local vs Global



The 

acknowledgement

of the local

identity and the 

belonging to a 

global citizenry.



Localising local students’ teaching

Example 1: Saudi Arabia



Learners will feel threatened of other cutures.



Example 2: Pakistan



Learners won’t be satisfied with

their culture representation



Learners will dislike the learning material.



Learners will have low self esteem.



Westernising the teaching material

of the local students

Native 

speaker 

accent

British & 

American 

Norms

Cultural 

dos and 

don’ts



Death of  the native speaker 

(RP, BBC pronunciation)



… is allowed to retain his or her social,

linguistic, and cultural baggage and

isn't required to imitate the

native speaker and leave behind that

which makes him or her unique

(House, 2007).

The intercultural speaker



Global citizenry skills

Culture:
Diversity

Multiple perspectives

Communication

Beliefs, values, behaviours

Systems of knowledge

Environmental integrity:

Ecology

Connections with society

Sustainability

Inherent value

Threats and opportunities

Human rights:

Inalienable rights

Common, universal humanity

Respect

Social justice

Locations & operations of power & 
interest

Rights, roles & responsiblities:

Moral obligation to human & environment

Engagement

Empowerment

Accountablity

reciprocity



What is an authentic cultural material?

According to Feng and Byram (2002:61) 

“authentic materials at the intercultural

level... would not only include those texts

produced by native speakers as traditionally

defined but also those written or spoken by

people who use the language as a lingua

franca in pursuit of a communicative

outcome”.



Teaching multicultural literature is challenging



The solution





Presentations

Knowledge about 
one’s and 
others’ 
cultures

Skills of 
interpreting
and relating
and skills of 
discovery and  
interaction 

Attitudes of 
openness and 
respect to 

other cultures

Inquiry

based

learning

(IBL)
(Byram, 1997)



Using authentic cultural material such as multicultural literature widens the vision 

of local learners to other cultures in order to face the challenges of a globalised

world.

Conclusion



Thank you very much

شكرا جزيال




